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Résumé Summary
Dans cet article, nous mettons en évidence trois façons
dont les brevets sur les gènes pourraient nuire à la
recherche scientifique. Premièrement, les lois relatives aux
brevets sur les gènes risquent d’exacerber la culture du
secret omniprésente en science. Deuxièmement, sans un
accès à toutes les étiologies génétiques, les brevets sur les
gènes peuvent limiter la capacité des chercheurs à étudier
les maladies poly ou multigénétiques. Troisièmement, les
brevets sur les gènes pourraient aboutir à un « maquis de
brevets ».
In this paper, we point out three possible ways gene
patents could impede scientific research. First, gene patent
laws might exacerbate the culture of secrecy ubiquitous in
science. Second, gene patents may limit researchers’
ability to study poly or multigenic diseases without access
to all genetic etiologies. Third, gene patents could result in
a “patent thicket”.
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Gene patenting is a controversial topic, as seen with the recent Supreme Court case regarding Myriad
Genetics’ patent on the two BRCA genes associated with hereditary breast and ovarian cancer [1].
Much of the literature on this topic focuses on the deeper philosophical question of whether genes
should be patentable since they exist in nature but can be isolated by human-made procedures [2,3].
Our focus in this paper is not on the normative aspects of gene patenting, but on the impact gene
patenting has on current scientific research and how this may change if gene patent law is more
stringently followed. We limit our discussion to two general types of gene patents: those that cover
genetic sequences and related proteins and those that cover methods, such as diagnostic tests [4].
Patents are time-based monopolies on specific inventions, and they serve to prevent others from
making, using, selling, or importing the invention [5]. Patents, in general, are intended to stimulate
innovation by rewarding investors with the opportunity to temporarily dominate the market, produce a
profit, and continue to invest in the future. Indeed, patents are supposed to encourage and engender
more developments by enabling those with the patent to further invest in and dedicate themselves to
their research. Many believe that gene patenting does not impede future research, mainly because
most researchers do not check regularly for patents on research inputs, and instead proceed with
their projects regardless of whether their work includes patented material [6,7]. Some argue that gene
patents are unlikely to further impede research any more than some of the barriers that science
already has in place, such as the need to protect one’s work from criticism before enough evidence
has been gathered or the intentional level of secrecy that allows one to be the first to publish their
results [8]. 
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Although gene patents do not currently adversely affect scientific research, how would scientific
research be affected if gene patents were to be more strictly enforced? Some may claim this possible
scenario is not worth contemplating, believing it is unlikely that the current status quo will change so
drastically anytime in the near future. Yet, as we saw with the Myriad case, in which the Supreme
Court ruled that “A naturally occurring DNA segment is a product of nature and not patent eligible
merely because it has been isolated” [1], the landscape of gene patents is changing. Thanks to this
case, the topic of gene patents has gained national prominence and increased scrutiny of this issue
could lead to policy changes that further affect research. Further, scientists may gradually become
advocates of the gene patenting laws as they gain experience with the gene patenting process and
begin to hold more patents. Currently, 4,389 human genes have either been patented or had related
intellectual property claims by more than 1,100 different claimants [9]. The DNA Patent Database,
developed by the Kennedy Institute of Ethics at Georgetown University, routinely searches for DNA
using class codes defined by United States Patent and Trademark Office and terms specific to nucleic
acids, such as ‘DNA’, ‘RNA’, and ‘nucleotide’. This database shows a steady increase in DNA patents,
from 2,722 to 4,389 between 2005 and 2011 (https://dnapatents.georgetown.edu). 
With this growing number of gene patents, there may be a greater interest in better enforcing the
rights of patented property, primarily because the number of affected researchers will have grown. In
addition, a recent study has shown that institutions are demonstrating an increasing awareness of the
common disregard for current patents: 22% of respondents reported receiving notices from their
institutions to respect patent rights compared to 15% five years ago [6]. Ignorance of existing patents
is well known [7] and even documented by the National Health Service (NHS), which performs the
majority of diagnostic testing in the United Kingdom. Just one successful case by a patent holder
against an organization like the NHS can herald more stringent enforcement of patent law. For this
reason, some argue that it is better to address these concerns proactively [10]. Yet, there may not be
much concern for patent holders suing countries with publicly funded healthcare systems, such as
Canada and many European countries, because the financial and political strength of their systems
make them more difficult to go up against, which may explain why Myriad never sued these countries
for patent rights on the BRCA mutations [11]. 
We fear that if gene patent law, as it is currently written, were to be upheld, there would be adverse
effects on scientific research. Here, we briefly discuss three possible adverse effects.
First, gene patent laws might exacerbate the culture of secrecy ubiquitous in science. The drive to
succeed in the scientific field inevitably hampers the willingness of researchers to share information
with one another; it is well known that discovery and publication drives scientific research and boosts
an academic’s reputation. A better reputation increases grant money, tenure, and the likelihood of
attracting quality students. All of these factors feedback on continuing to improve the academic’s
chances of success in the future [12]. Unfortunately, the process of attaining publication often
– especially in the health sciences – requires secrecy in order to protect one’s findings from becoming
known to others, who may take that knowledge to secure a publication of their own. Research that is
most likely to be published are those that reveal some result for the first time, and thus there is a great
emphasis on being the first to publish on a specific topic.
However, this confidentiality can ultimately be counterproductive to the field of science. Studies have
shown that collaboration among researchers is particularly important in providing access to experts in
certain research areas as well as learning opportunities through colleagues who provide different
perspectives [13]. Scientific collaboration has been categorized into four stages: Foundation,
Formulation, Sustainment, and Conclusion [14]. Each stage consists of various factors that influence
collaboration, and two important factors found in the first two stages in this system are relevant to
gene patenting: Resource Accessibility and Intellectual Property and Other Legal Issues. Since gene
patenting often requires researchers to pay and obtain a license in order to access data, this may
form another barrier to the communication of research materials and tools between individuals
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working in a field that can best, and perhaps only, move forward with cooperation among research
groups. 
Second, while some diseases are known to be caused by one gene, such as Huntington’s Disease,
others are caused by several genes and environmental factors. To fully understand the many poly or
multigenic diseases that fall into this latter category, such as Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes [15], it is
important for scientists to examine all genetic etiologies. If one or more contributing genes are
patented, research on these diseases could be thwarted. Given the dramatic increase in gene
patents, we can expect that more and more scientists will find themselves needing to use patented
genes. Indeed, as the discovery of new disease states, pathologies, and treatments involving genes
of interest begin to overlap, cooperation will play an increasingly important role, and anything that
impedes cooperation, including gene patenting with significant enough penalties for infringement, may
negatively affect the progress of research.
Third, it has been theorized that the continued patenting of genes will result in a “patent thicket”, which
refers to the difficulties associated with working on patented genes, including obtaining licenses and
paying for those licenses. Many scientists may be discouraged by this additional work, and eventually
there will likely be less work dedicated to improving techniques and processes that have already been
patented [9]. The concern is that new projects will focus on genes for which there are no associated
patents. Therefore, gene patenting could hinder research in the future, though it may not yet appear to
be an issue. This is a serious consequence that should be considered very carefully in the
controversy over gene patenting. Current literature argues that patents cannot impede research
because in practice, no research institution has ever been sued for patent infringement [16]. However,
there are two reasons for why there has yet to be litigation for patent infringement. First, the individual
or research group may not have the financial resources to sue. Filing a lawsuit takes time, money,
and resources. Second, those who realize that they have used patented material without authorization
may simply backtrack, especially if they are at an early stage of their project and choose to work on
another topic entirely. The lack of patent infringement, thus, cannot be reflective of the effect gene
patenting could have on research.
Currently, there is no significant evidence that gene patents inhibit scientific research. However, this is
not because gene patents do not have the potential to significantly impede scientific research; rather,
it is because these patents are not being enforced. While it is possible that gene patent laws could
continue to be ignored indefinitely, we doubt this will be the case given how rapidly the field of
genetics is growing and the dramatic increase in the number of gene patents. It is thus pertinent to
reflect on how gene patents could affect scientific research in the likely event that they start being
enforced, as we have discussed in this paper. 
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